
 

 

Leadership 2 Application Name:_____________________________ 

We’re HERE to make GREAT EXPERIENCES for all 
BUCKAROOS and the COMMUNITY! 

First Time L2 Students AND Returning L2 Students—both categories must fill out!! 

Remember, you may be qualified to be in this class, BUT we DO LIMIT the number 
of students to 40, so even though you may be qualified, you may not be able to get into this 
ELECTIVE class this year.  

Criteria for selection: 
I will look at the information bellow and if you are a “returning” L2 student, I will 

also look at the body of work that you have accomplished the previous year.  
Finally, I will look at your incoming grade , as we need a certain % of Frosh; Sophs; 

Juniors; and Seniors in this class.  Even though you may be qualified, it may be a numbers 
game and you may not be able to be in the class due to too many from your particular class 
(example – too many sophomores, etc.)  

*Please put in box in office when completed. 

Below the questions, please summarize your answers.  Be specific and do not write a lengthy 
dissertation. Make sure that these are YOUR opinions, examples or viewpoints.  

Leadership/Group Contributions 
Describe one example of your leadership in which you have contributed to group efforts 

over a period of time for your respective “class” (frosh, sophs, etc.).  Consider responsibilities to 
groups you have in PHS or out of school groups. 

Buck Pride 
HOW have you demonstrated Buck Pride this year?  Be specific 

Leadership Examples 
Are you a Thermometer – React to environment around you, support whoever is in 

charge, follow whatever direction the group wants to pursue -  or are you a Thermostat – set the 
temperature every day; influence others and give energy to them.  Please cite at least 2 specific 
examples while at PHS.  I am a _________________________________________ 
Example 1. 

Example 2. 

Community Service 
Explain what you have done to make your community a better place to live.  Give one 

specific example of specific projects in which you have been involved in over time. 


